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See UAW President’s Office: Leonard Woodcock Part I.

Scope and Content:
The materials in this collection cover Woodcock’s presidency of the United Autoworkers from 1965-1977. This collection is arranged into four series: Series I: International Executive Board, Series II: Subject Files, Series III: IEB Meetings, and Series IV: Convention Files. Series I demonstrates the interaction between the International Executive Board (IEB) and the Office of the President. The materials in this series consist of correspondence with regional directors, meeting materials, and IEB resolutions. Series II contains Office of the President subject files covering negotiations with the Big Three auto companies and UAW conference notes. The materials in this series consist of correspondence, clippings, and reports. Series III contains documents distributed during the UAW IEB Meetings. The materials in this series include department reports and handwritten notes. Series IV contains documents pertaining to the UAW Constitutional Conventions under Woodcock’s presidency. The materials in this series include correspondence, reports, and clippings.

Important Subjects:  
Auto Negotiations  
International Executive Board  
Canada  
CAP
Arrangement
Records are arranged into Series XIII (Boxes 247-248), Series XIV (Boxes 248-249), Series XV (Box 249), and Series XVI (Boxes 249-250). Series are arranged alphabetically by subject and within subject by date. Box and series numbering continues Part I.

Series XIII
Box 247
1. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, 1976-1975
2. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, 1974-1972
3. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, 1971
4. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, 1970
5. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, 1968
6. Correspondence: Region 2: Casstevens, CAP 1974-1983
7. Correspondence: Region 2A: Ray Ross, 1976-1975
9. Correspondence: Region 2B: Joe Tomasi, 1976-1975
10. Correspondence: Region 2B: Joe Tomasi, 1974-1973
11. Correspondence: Region 2B: Joe Tomasi, 1972-1970
12. Correspondence: Region 3: Dallas Sells, 1976-1975
13. Correspondence: Region 3: Dallas Sells, 1974-1973
15. Correspondence: Region 3: Dallas Sells: CAP, 1974-1980
17. Correspondence: Region 4: Bob Johnston, 1974
18. Correspondence: Region 4: Bob Johnston, 1973
20. Correspondence: Region 4: Bob Johnston, 1970
22. Correspondence: Region 5: Ken Worley, 1976-1974
23. Correspondence: Region 5: Ken Worley, 1973-1971
25. Correspondence: Region 6: Jerry Whipple, 1976-1975
26. Correspondence: Region 6: Jerry Whipple, 1974
27. Correspondence: Region 6: Jerry Whipple, 1973-1972
28. Correspondence: Region 6: Jerry Whipple, 1971-1970
29. Correspondence: Region 6: Jerry Whipple, CAP
30. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1976
31. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1975
32. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1974
33. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1973
34. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1973 cont.
35. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1972
36. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1971
37. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott, 1970
38. Correspondence: Region 7: McDermott: Canadian Edition of Solidarity, 1973
40. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, 1976
41. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, 1975
42. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, 1974
43. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, 1973
44. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, 1972
46. Correspondence: Region 8: E. T. Michael, CAP 1972-1979

Box 248
2. Correspondence: Region 9: Gerber, 1975-1974
3. Correspondence: Region 9: Gerber, 1973-1972
5. Correspondence: Region 9: Gerber: Suburban Airlines, 1976
7. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo, 1975
8. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo, 1974
9. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo, 1973
10. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo, 1972
12. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo: Connecticut Port Authority Study, 1972
13. Correspondence: Region 9A: DeLorenzo: Connecticut Port Authority Study cont., 1972
15. Correspondence: Region 10: Majerus, 1976-1975
16. Correspondence: Region 10: Majerus, 1974-1973
17. Correspondence: Region 10: Majerus, 1972
18. Correspondence: Region 10: Majerus: Clippings, 17-4-1972
19. Correspondence: Region 10: Kitzman, 1972
20. Correspondence: Region 10: Kitzman, 1971
21. Correspondence: Region 10: Kitzman, 1970
22. IEB Resolutions, 1976
23. IEB Resolutions, 1975
24. IEB Resolutions, 1973-1974
25. IEB Resolutions, 1972

Series XIV
27. Aerospace Conference, 1976
28. Agricultural Implement Department, 1976
29. Canada, 1976
30. Chrysler: General, 1976
32. Chrysler: Position Papers, 1976
33. Cost of Living, 1976
34. Ford: General, 1976
37. GM: Company Proposals, 1976
38. GM: Cost Data, 1976
39. GM: Data Requests, 1976
40. GM: General, 1976
41. GM: Paid Personal Holiday, 1977
42. GM: Position Papers, 1976
43. GM: Union Data Requests, 1976
44. Group Legal Services, 1977
45. Health Care, 1975-1976
46. Health Insurance, 1975
47. Holidays, 1976

Box 249
1. Misc.: Correspondence, 1976
2. Misc.: Correspondence, 1976
5. Paid Personal Holiday, 1976-1978
6. Pensions, 1976
7. Pension Booklet UAW Publicaiton, 1976
10. Special Convention: Omnibus Resolution, 1976
11. Staff Study Committees, 1976
12. Supplemental Unemployment Benefits, 1976
13. 30 and Out Retirement, 1975
14. UAW Donations, 1977
15. UAW Donations, 1976
16. UAW Donations, 1975
17. UAW Donations, 1974
18. UAW Donations, 1970
19. UAW Donations, 1969
20. Wage Parity, 1976

Series XV
22. IEB Meeting, March 17 1976
23. IEB Meeting, April 21-23 1976
24. IEB Meeting, July 11 1976
25. IEB Meeting, August 10-11 1976
26. IEB Meeting, December 8-10 1976
27. IEB Meeting, Feburary 18 1977
28. IEB Meeting, March 29-31 1977

Series XVI
30. 23rd Constitutional Convention: Awards, 1972
31. 23rd Constitutional Convention: Convention Material, 1972
32. 23rd Constitutional Convention: Events, 1972
33. 23rd Constitutional Convention: Invitations, 1972

Box 250
1. Special Collective Bargaining Convention, March 1973
2. 24th Constitutional Convention: Awards, 1974
3. 24th Constitutional Convention: Convention Material, 1974
4. 24th Constitutional Convention: Invitations, 1974
5. Special Collective Bargaining Convention, March 1976
7. 25th Constitutional Convention: Convention Material, 1977
8. 25th Constitutional Convention: Events, 1977
10. 25th Constitutional Convention: Speakers, 1977
11. 25th Constitutional Convention: Tribute To Leonard Woodcock, 1977